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Privatization Process Begins in Mongolia

LD0205102891 Moscow TASS in English 1007 GMT 2 May 91

[By TASS correspondent Aleksandr Chernov]

[Text] Ulaanbaatar May 2 TASS— The sale of state property has been launched in Mongolia by a decision of a governmental commission, although the Mongolian Parliament only today began to discuss a privatisation bill.

By way of experiment, it is first planned to auction shops, public catering and everyday service establishments to citizens and non-state organisations.

There are no contradiction with the plans: preparations for sale by auction are being made in pursuance of the recent resolution passed by the Mongolian Parliament, privatisation commission secretary Ye. Gerelchulun told TASS.

According to the resolution, the government is obliged to launch privatisation without waiting for the adoption of a general legislative act by the small khural.

The planned auctions do not signify the cabinet's renunciation of previous plans to privatise property through the distribution of coupons among the population giving each citizen equal starting rights for participation in the process.

A special package of documents and regulations has been worked out and sent to local authorities in order to carry out the country's first-ever process of selling state property by auction.

According to the MONTSAME news agency, 12 service establishments in Ulaanbaatar have been prepared for sale by auction. More than 300 applications for them have been filed with the capital's executive board.

Biographic Data

91P50235A Ulaanbaatar various sources in Mongolian

[Information has been obtained from various Mongolian-language sources published in Ulaanbaatar in 1990.]

[Text]

ADILBISH, Y.—Secretary of the Ulaanbaatar City MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

ADIVAAASUREN, T.—Simultaneously elected member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement and member of the Political Council of the Mongolian Social-Democratic Party; released from his position as a member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement (UG 21-30 Sep 90 p 2)

AKIM, G.—Editor-in-chief of TSOG (TSOG No 5 1990 p 2)

ALTANHUYAG, N.—Simultaneously elected member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement and the Political Council of the Mongolian Social-Democratic Party; released from his position as member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement (UG 21-30 Sep 90 p 2)

AMARBOLD, CHIMEDDORJIYN—Appointed deputy director of the Militia Administration by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 28 Oct 90 p 1)

AMARHUU, 0.—President of the Mongolian Association for Environmental Protection and candidate of jurisprudence (ARDYN TOR No 4 1990 p 4)

AMARSANAA, J.—Member of the HUULI YOS editorial board (HUULI YOS No 4 1990 p 2)

AMARSAYHAN, D.—Secretary of the Arhangay Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

AMARSAYHAN, DAMDINJABYN—Appointed deputy director of the Main State Customs Administration (UNEN 6 Nov 90 p 4)

BAASAN, NATSAGDORJIYN—Confirmed as general director of the Mongolian Social Economy and Service Cooperative by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 6 Nov 90 p 4)

BAASANJAB, G.—Chairman of the Supreme Council of [Agricultural] Cooperative Associations (MONGLYN HODOO 18 Oct 90 p 3)

BAATAR, JAALHUUGIYN—Director of the State Security Administration; promoted to the rank of major general in accordance with the 22 October 1990 decree of the President, signed in Ulaanbaatar by P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR (UNEN 24 Oct 90 p 1)

BAATAR, C.—Chairman of the Hentiy Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

BABU, C.—Deputy director of the Organizational Department of the Administrative Office of the Small Hural of the MPR (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 20)

BADAR-UUGAN, BADRAAGIYN—Appointed chairman of the Committee for the Development of Culture and Art of the MPR by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 28 Oct 90 p 1)

BADZARHUU, AYUURDZANYN—Relieved of his duties as minister of finance of the MPR in accordance with the 21 June 1990 decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural, signed by P. Ochirbat, chairman, and C. Dashdemberel, secretary of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 22 Jun 90 p 1)

BADARRAGCHAA, T.—Member of the editorial board of TSOG (TSOG No 5 1990 p 2)
BADRAA, J.—Secretary of the Association of Artistic Workers (UG 1-10 Oct 90 p 2)

BAHDAL, G.—Member of the HUULI YOS editorial board (HUULI YOS No 4 1990 p 2)

BALDORJ, T.—Member of the SETGUULCH editorial board (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

BARAS, DZANHUUGIYN—Appointed director of the State Geological Center of the MPR at a meeting of the Government of the MPR (UNEN 28 Oct 90 p 1)

BASANDORJ, L.—Chairman of the Green Party and instructor at the Polytechnical Institute (UNEN 21 Nov 90 p 4)

BATBAYAR, B.—Simultaneously elected member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement and member of the Political Council of the Mongolian Social-Democratic Party; released from his position as a member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement (UG 21-30 Sep 90 p 2); [also] chairman of the Mongolian Social-Democratic Party; on 7 October 1990 left Ulaanbaatar to work at the London National Institute of Medicine for one year (UG 1-10 Oct 1990 p 2)

BATCHULUUN, L.—Secretary of the Hobd Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside back cover)

BATJARGAL, N.—Elected member of the Presidium and deputy chairman of the Central Council of the Mongolian Pioneer Organization Named in Honor of D. Sukhe Bator at the Second Plenum of the same central council (HOYCHIYG DZALGAMJLAGCH No 69-70, 24 Nov 90 p 2)

BATMONH, S.—Chairman of the Dundgobi Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

BATNASAN, B.—Secretary of the Oborhangay Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

BATTSUH, DAMDINJABYN—Recently approved as chairman of the Dornod Aymag MPRP Committee; born to a herdsman's family in Erdeneburen Somon, Hobd Aymag; is 44 years old; seven-member family; lives with his wife and children; in 1971, graduated from the Moscow Food Industry Technology Institute and in 1986 the Academy of Social Sciences of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union; has food industry technologist and engineer skills; 1971-1978 worked as shop leader, chief engineer and director of the Dornod Aymag Food Combine, 1978-1984 secretary of Dornod Aymag MPRP Committee responsible for the industrial and construction work, and as of 1986 organizer and political worker at the Central Committee of the MPRP (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 4)

BATTOMOR, T.—Secretary of the Dornod Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 inside front cover)

BAYARMAGNAY, A.—Editor-in-chief of TUSGAAR TOGTNOL (TUSGAAR TOGTNOL 14 Nov 90 p 4)

BAYARMANLAY, C.—Simultaneously elected member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement and member of the Political Council of the Mongolian Social-Democratic Party; released from his position as a member (UG 21-30 Sep 90 p 2)

BAYARSAYHAN, P.—Member of the SETGUULCH editorial board (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

BEHBAT, H.—Appointed President's adviser for political and foreign relations matters (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 20)

BEHBAT, HASBADZARYN—Appointed deputy minister of foreign relations by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 11 Dec 90 p 1)

BOLD, P.—Chairman of the Darhan City MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

BOLORMAA, N.—Chairman of the Central Council of the Mongolian Pioneer Organization Named in Honor of D. Sukhe Bator (HOYCHIYG DZALGAMJLAGCH No 69-70 Nov 90 p 2)

BORDUH, D.—Editor-in-chief of the UNDESNIY EDIYN DZASAG editorial board (UNDESNIY EDIYN DZASAG No 6 1990 p 48)

BUND, B.—Secretary of the Dzabhan Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

BUYANDELGER, D.—Chairman of the Hobd Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

BUYANDELGER, ULAMBAYARYN—Approved as general director of the Forest and Hunting Cooperative by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 28 Oct 90 p 1)

BYAMBAA, J.—Editor of HUULI YOS (HUULI YOS No 4 1990 p 2)

BYAMBAJAB, J.—Member of the HUULI YOS editorial board (HUULI YOS No 4 1990 p 2)

BYAMBASUREN, JALTSABYN—Member of the Political Council of the Mongolian Social Democratic Party; elected acting chairman of the the Mongolian Social Democratic Party (UG 1-10 Oct 90 p 2)

CHIMID, T.—Secretary of the Association of Mongolian Artistic Workers (UG 110 OCT 90 P 2)

CHOIYISUREN, B.—Chairman of the Central Control Commission of the MPRP (MANAY INDER No 9 1990 p 3)
CHOYNOR, JALBUUGIYN—Appointed first deputy minister of foreign relations by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 11 Dec 90 p 1)

CHULUUN, GONCHIGDORJIYN—Secretary of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement (UG 21 Nov 90 p 2)

Chuluunbat, L.—Editor of NIYSELLEIYN SONIN BICHIG (NIYSELLEIYN SONIN BICHIG 27 Nov 90 p 8)

DAGBADASH, T.—Secretary of the Bulgan Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

DAGBADORJ, 0.—Member of the HUULI YOS editorial board (HUULI YOS No 4 1990 p 2)

DAGBASAMBUU, B.—Secretary of the Bayanhongor Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

DANAAJAB, S.—Editor-in-chief of HUULI YOS HUMUUJIL (HUUDIYN HUMUUJIL No 2 1990 p 2)

DANGAASUREN, B.—Member of the HUULI YOS editorial board (HUULI YOS No 4 1990 p 2)

DARIYMAA, N.—Member of the editorial board of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

DASHDABAA, S.—Member of the SETGUULCH editorial board (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

DASHDEMBEREL, C.—Appointed director of the President's Office (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 20)

Dashdondob, T.—Member of the editorial board of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

DASHDOOROB, S.—Secretary of the editorial board of TSOG (TSOG No 5 1990 p 2)

DASHNYAM, I.—Member of the HUULI YOS editorial board (HUULI YOS 4 1990 p 2)

DASHNYAM, L.—Editor-in-chief of UNDESNIY DEBSHIL (UNDESNIY DEBSHIL 10 Dec 90 p 8)

DASHNYAM, L.—Member of the editorial board of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

DASHDZEBEG, TSERENBALJIDIYN—Deputy minister of defense of the MPR; promoted to the rank of major general in accordance with a decree of P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR (UNEN 10 Oct 90 p 1)

DASH-YONDON, B.—Chairman of the Ulaanbaatar MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

DEMBEREL, D.—Chairman of the Dzabhan Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

DEMBERELTSEREN, D.—Director of a department of the Presidium Office of the People's Great Hural (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 p 16)

DOLJINSUREN, BADAM-OCHIRN—Appointed deputy minister of foreign relations by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 11 Dec 90 p 1)

DORJGOTOB, T.—Director of the State Veterinary General Testing Laboratory for Biological Preparation and candidate (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

DORJGOTOB, T.—Member of the editorial board of TSOG (TSOG No 5 1990 p 2)

DORLIGJAB, D.—Vice-president of the Government of the MPR and member of the Committee for Women, Children and Youth of the State Small Hural (HOYCHIYG DZALGAMJLAGCH No 69-70, 14 Nov 90 p 2)

DORLIGSUREN, D.—Director of the Social Development Department of the MPR Council of Ministers and candidate (YARILTSYA No 14 1990 p 19)

DUGERSUREN, L.—Secretary of the Gobi-Altay MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

DZANGAD, [FNU]—Chairman of the Association of Mongolian Artistic Workers (UG 1-10 Oct 90 p 2)

DZINAAMYADAR, G.—Director of the Administrative Office of the Central Committee of the MPRP (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 p 29)

DZOLJARGAL, G.—Member of the SETGUULCH editorial Board (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

DZULIKAFILI, M.—Member of the SETGUULCH editorial Board (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

DZUNDUY, D.—Member of the HUULI YOS editorial board (HUULI YOS 4 1990 p 2)

ELDEB-OCHIR, B.—Chairman of the Tob Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

ENEBISH, DZANDANGIYN—Relieved of his responsibilities as MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the Islamic Republic of Iran by P. Ochirbat, MPR President (UNEN 29 Sep 90 p 4)

ENHBAT, P.—Responsible secretary of the Central Council of the Mongolian Pioneer Organization Named in Honor of D. Sukhe Bator (HOYCHIYG DZALGAMJLAGCH No 69-70 24 Nov 90 p 4)

ENHBAYAR, N.—Member of the editorial board of TSOG (TSOG No 5 1990 p 2)
ENHBAYAR NAMBARYN—Appointed first deputy chairman of the Committee for the Development of Culture and Art by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 6 Nov 90 p 12)

ENHSAYHAN, M.—Candidate of economic sciences and chairman of the permanent committee for economics of the State Small Hural (MONGOLYN HODOO 29 NOV 90 P 1)

ERDENE, CHULUUNBATYN—Appointed general director of the MONTSAME Agency by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 30 Dec 90 p 4)

ERDENE, M.—Chairman of the Dornogobi Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

ERDENE, S.—Member of the editorial board of TSOG (TSOG No 5 1990 p 2)

ERDENABAT, D.—Editor of UNDESNIY DEBSHIL (UNDESNIY DEBSHIL 10 Dec 90 p 8)

ERHEMBAYAR, YAMASANDZYN—Appointed deputy director of the Main State Customs Administration by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 6 Nov 90 p 4)

GABAA, RASMAAGIYN—Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces of the MPR and first deputy minister of defense of the MPR; promoted to the rank of major general in accordance with a decree of P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR (UNEN 10 Oct 90 p 1)

GANBAATAR, ADIYAAGIYN—Chairman of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement (UG 21 Nov 90 p 2)

GANBAATAR, HUYAGIYN—Appointed deputy minister of labor of the MPR by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 28 Oct 90 p 1)

GANBAT, B.—Responsible secretary of the editorial board of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

GANBYAMBA, N.—Secretary of the Hentiy Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

GANHUYAG, C.—Simultaneously elected member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement and member of the Political Council of the Mongolian Social-Democratic Party; released of his position as a member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement (UG 21-30 Sep 90 p 2)

GARABSUREN, NATSAGIYN—Appointed first deputy director of the Militia Administration of the MPR by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 28 Oct 90 p 1); also colonel and director of the Ulaanbaatar Militia Office (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 11)

GENDENBAATAR, LUUDZANGIYN—Appointed deputy director of the State Security Administration subordinate to the Government of the MPR by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 20 Nov 90 p 1)

GOMBOSUREN, C.—Chairman of the Dornogobi Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

GONCHIG, SANDAGIYN—Appointed deputy minister of health by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 13 Nov 90 p 1)

GOOHHU, SHARABYN—Appointed deputy chairman of the Committee for the Development of Culture and Art by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 6 Nov 90 p 4)

GUNCHIN, L.—Secretary of the Darhan City MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 1 1990 inside front cover)

GUNGAADORJ, S.—Appointed adviser to the President and head of the President's Citizens Council (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 20)

GUNREGJAB, J.—Member of the HODOO AJ AHUY editorial board (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

HASHBAT LUDEBDORJIYN—Appointed MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the Islamic Republic of Iran by P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR (UNEN 29 Sep 90 p 4)

HAHAAR, 0.—Member of the HUULI YOS editorial board (HUULI YOS No 4 1990 p 2)

HASBAATAR, T.I.—Member of the editorial board of TSOG (TSOG No 5 1990 p 2)

HATANBAATAR, R.—Chairman of a permanent committee of the State Small Hural and head of a Mongolian Social-Democratic Party Group (UG 1-10 Oct 90 p 2)

IDEBHTEN, DOLOONJINGIYN—Recently appointed chairman of the Omnogobi Aymag MPRP Committee by the Central Committee of the MPRP; born in Tsogtsetsiy Somon, Omnogobi Aymag; is 37 years old; 1961-1971 attended the secondary school in Omnogobi Aymag and 1971-1977 the Krasnodar Polytechnical Institute in the Soviet Union where he acquired the skills of the food industry machine engineer and mechanic; worked as teacher and class leader at the Ulaanbaatar Trade Technical School, deputy director and chief engineer at the Trade Equipment and Advertising Office, director of a department of the MPR Ministry of Trade and Procurement, and instructor and political worker at the Central Committee of the MPRP; five-member family; lives with his wife and children (YARILTSYA No 17 p 4)

JAMIYAMSENSEE, TSEND-AYYUSHIYN—Appointed deputy director of the Militia Administration by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 28 Oct 90 p 1)
JPRS-MON-91-002
18 July 1991

JAMTS, G.—Member of the editorial board of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

JANTSANDORJ, S.—Head of the Public Opinion and Information Section of the Party Organization Department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 p 21)

JIGJIDDORJ, S.—Chairman of the Erdenet City Party Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

LHAGBA, N.—Member of the SETGUULCh editorial board (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

LHAGBAJAB, C.—Editor-in-chief of UG and member of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement (UG 21-320 Sep 90 p 2)

LHAGBASUREN, B.—Member of the editorial board of TSOG (TSOG No 5 1990 p 2)

LHAGBASUREN, S.—Chairman of the Bulgan Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

LOCHIN, S.—Member of the editorial board of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

LUBSANDASH, S.—Chairman of the Hobsgol Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

MAGSARJAB, H.—Secretary of the Ulaanbaatar City Party Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

MANDIR, T.—Editor of BILUU, the publication of Humorists (BILUU No 2 Oct 1990 p 8)

MASHBAT, [FNU]—Secretary of the Association of Mongolian Artistic Workers (UG 110 Oct 90 p 2)

MISHIGDORJ, T.—First assistant editor-in-chief of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

MOLOMJAMTS, DEMCHIGJABYN—Relieved of his responsibilities as minister of finance of the MPR in accordance with the 21 June 1990 decree of the President of the People's Great Hural, signed in Ulaanbaatar by P. Ochirbat, chairman, and C. Dashdemberel, secretary of the Presidency of the People's Great Hural; appointed director of Administration of the Council of Ministers of the MPR in accordance with the 21 June 1990 decree of the President of the People's Great Hural, signed in Ulaanbaatar by P. Ochirbat, chairman, and C. Dashdemberel, secretary of the Presidency of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 22 Jun 90 p 1)

MONHTSETSEG, H.—Organizer of the OMNOGOBI Aymag Pioneer Organization Council; elected member of the Central Council of the Mongolian Pioneer Organization Named in Honor of D. Sukhe Bator at the Second Plenum of the same central council (HOYCHIYG DZALGAMJLAGCH No 69-70 24 Nov 90 p 2)

MUSAAN, D.—Deputy chairman of the Central Control Commission subordinate to the MPRP Central Committee (YARILTSYA No 13 1990 p 5)

MURAT, B.—Secretary of the Bayan-Olgii Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

NABCHAA, M.—Responsible secretary of SETGUULCH (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

NAMSRAY, T.—Chairman of the Ubs Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

NAMSRAY, TSERENDASHIYN—Editor-in-chief of the general editorial board of the periodicals sponsored by the Central Committee of the MPRP; to be buried in Altay Oldziy (UNEN 13 Nov 90 p 4)

NANDZAD, BAYARHUUGIYN—Appointed MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to Polish People's Republic by P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR (UNEN 16 Sep 90 p 4)

NARANGEREL, RINCHINGIYNN—Secretary of the Executive Council of the Democratic Socialist Movement (UG 21 Nov 90 p 2)

NOROBSAMBUU, J.—Chairman of the Selenge Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

NYAMAA, G.—Editor of HOYCHIYG DZALGAMJLAGCH (HOYCHIYG DZALGAMJLAGCH 20 Oct 90 p 8)

NINA, T.—Member of the SETGUULCH editorial board (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

NOROBSAMBUU, J.—Chairman of the Selenge Aymag Party Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

OCHIR, YONDONGIYNN—Relieved of his responsibilities as MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the People's Republic of China by P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR (UNEN 26 Oct 90 p 4)

OLDZBOY, H.—Deputy minister of foreign affairs of the MPR (MANAY INDER No 9 1990 p 54)

OLDZBOY, HUMBAGYN—Appointed MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the People's Republic of China by P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR (UNEN 26 Oct 90 p 4)

OLSIY, G.—Secretary of the Ulaanbaatar City MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

OROSOOR, S.—Member of the HODOO AJ AHUY editorial board (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)
OSOR, B.—Chairman of the Gobi-Altay Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

ORSOO, C.—Director of the Consumer Goods Market Coordination Office of the Ministry of Trade and Industry of the MPR (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 18)

OYUUNGEREL, JANCHIBYN—Appointed general director of the Petroleum Import and Supply Cooperative by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 28 Oct 90 p 1)

PUREB, D.—Chairman of the Umnogobi Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 inside front cover)

PUREB, S.—Veterinarian and secretary of the temporary Council of the Mongolian Veterinary Association (MONGOLYN HODOO 29 Nov 90 p 1)

PUREBDORJ, L.—Member of the editorial board of TSOG (TSOG No 5 1990 p 2)

PUREBDORJ, LHANASAURENGIYN—Appointed first deputy chairman of the State Commission for Mineral Reserves by the government of the MPR (UNEN 25 Dec 90 p 1)

PUREBJAB, L.—Secretary of the Tob Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

SAARAL, DZUNDUYN—Relieved of his responsibilities as director of the Administration of the Council of Ministers of the MPR in accordance with the 21 June 1990 Decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural, signed in Ulaanbaatar by P. Ochirbat, chairman, and C. Dashdemberel, secretary, of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural of the MPR (UNEN 22 Jun 90 p 1)

SAHYAA, T.—Member of the editorial board of HUDALDAA, AHUY UYLYCHILGEE (HUDALDAA, AHUY UYLYCHILGEE No 3 1990 p 1)

SAMPILNOROB, N.—Secretary of the Dundgobi Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

SANDR, CHOGYN—Appointed assistant director of the State Security Administration subordinate to the Government of the MPR by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 20 Nov 90 p 1)

SANJID, P.—Member of the HODOO AJ AHUY editorial board (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

SAYRAN, H.—Head of the Association of Mongolian Moslems (NIYSLELIYN SONIN BICHIG 27 Oct 90 p 4)

SESEER, GONCHIGIYN—Appointed director of the Federal Republic of Germany by P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR; promoted to the rank of major general in accordance with a decree of P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR (UNEN 22 Sep 90 p 4)

SESEER, GONCHIGIYN—Appointed director of the State Customs Administration by the Government of the MPR (UNEN 28 Oct 90 p 1)

SHAGDAR, S.—President of the Association of Mongolian Teachers (BAGSH 8 Dec 90 p 1)

SHAGDAR, Y.—Member of the HODOO AJ AHUY editorial board (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

SHARAB, N.—Member of the editorial board of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

SHATARBAL, S.—Member of the HODOO AJ AHUY editorial board (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

SHURA, N.—Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Mongolian Red Cross Association (MONGOLYN ULAAN DZAGALMAY NIYGEMLEG No 1 1990 p 3) and editor of MONGOLYN ULAAN DZAGALMAY NIYGEMLEG (MONGOLYN ULAAN DZAGALMAY NIYGEMLEG No 1 1990 p 31)

SONINBAYAR, D.—Secretary of the Selenge Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)
SUHJARGALMAA, D.—Appointed Press and Information Aid to the President of the MPR (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 20)

SULTAAN, T.—Chairman of the Bayan-Olgiy Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 1990 inside front cover)

SUNDUYJAB, D.—Chairman of the Bayanhongor Aymag MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

TOBUUSUREN, T.—Member of the HODOO AJ AHUY editorial board (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

TOGOO, O.—Editor of SETGUULCH (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

TOMOR, S.—Secretary of the Association of Mongolian Artistic Workers (UG 1-10 Oct 90 p 2)

TOMORBAATAR, P.—Member of the editorial board of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

TOMORJAB, M.—Member of the HODOO AJ AHUY editorial board (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

TOMORPUREB, P.—Member of the editorial board of MONGOLYN ULAAN DZAGALMAY NIYGEMLEG (MONGOLYN ULAAN DZAGALMAY NIYGEMLEG No 1 1990 p 31)

TOYBGGOO, T.—Academician and senior research worker at the General and Experimental Biology Institute of the MPR Academy of Sciences (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

TSEBEENJAB, D.—Responsible secretary of the HODOO AJ AHUY editorial board (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

TSEBLEE, D.—Member of the editorial board of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

TSEDENDORJ, L.—Member of the HODOO AJ AHUY editorial board (HODOO AJ AHUY No 5 1990 inside front cover)

TSERMAA, R.—Secretary of the Erdenet MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

TSOGBAYAR, S.—Member of the SETGUULCH editorial board (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

TSOLMON, AGBAANDORJIYN—Appointed MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the Federal Republic of Germany by P. Ochirbat, President of the MPR (UNEN 22 Sep 90 p 40)

TUBDENNYAM, S.—Editor-in-chief of MONOLYN SPORT (MONOLYN SPORT 1 Nov 90 p 4)

TUDEB, L.—Editor-in-chief of UNEN (UNEN 10 Nov 90 p 4)

TUMEN, B.—Appointed the President's senior adviser on social and economic issues and head of the Council of Scholars (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 20)

UHNAA, J.—Chairman of the Oborhangay MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

URTNASAN, S.—Secretary of the Omnogobi MPRP Committee (YARILTSYA No 11 1990 inside front cover)

YADAMSUREN, J.—Director of the Party Organization Department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (YARILTSYA No 17 1990 p 23)

YONDONJAMTS, H.—Member of the SETGUULCH editorial board (SETGUULCH No 3 1990 p 1)

Army Political Department Official Interviewed
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[Interview with Colonel L. Purebdorj, Chief of the Mongolian People's Army Political Department: “No Time to Give the Army a Free Ride”]

[Text] The reader will certainly recall that an article with the title “No Time to Give the Army a Free Ride” appeared in a past issue of our paper. The article was intended by way of criticism of the fact that the army has continued to be given a free ride by the Mongolian people due to the presence in the army of a highly conservative personnel, totally outdated thinking and ingrained unworkable methods excessively caught up in the heavy ideology of many years. This is something which must absolutely be changed in view of present needs. Our reporter has interviewed Colonel L. Purebdorj, chief of the Mongolian People's Army Political Department about this, and more specifically about how the people's army is changing and being renewed politically and economically.

—First of all, tell the readers about yourself. Would you provide for us a brief biography?

—I was born in Sharga Somon of Gobi-Altay Aymag to a herdsman's family in 1937. Since being recruited for military service at the age of 21, I have since worked actively within the army. I am a member of the Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party, and of the Mongolian Writers' Union. I am married and have 4 children. I have written some 10 books such as "The
—You have just been appointed chief of the Political Department of the Mongolian Peoples Army. This is a matter of a person with new ideas appointed to a new post in a new era. What do you think about the changes and renewals of the present.

—Since I have been very much wishing for such a time to come finally, I have been speaking my innermost thoughts fully. However, it seems “like a dream” that things have changed so rapidly. For this reason, with some trepidation, on the one side, and with delight, on the other, I am confronted with difficulty, and am unable to make up my mind about what I should as a consequence actually decide to change, and how. And there are good reasons why I should be so concerned.

A contradiction has arisen between a new time and old views. I think that we are being strengthened by this contradiction.

—But in saying this are you not speaking a little abstractly, vaguely? Be more specific. For example, can you talk about changes taking place in the army?

—We know this contradiction exists in the army. Everything about military organization is subject to some influence of strongly established special regulation, and reflects a tradition of autonomy. Because of these, and other peculiarities, the military does not change easily and in some respects is extremely rigid.

Any changes in the military should be considered to begin with changing state law and special military regulation governing military service and life to give it a more humanitarian, more democratic character than it has now, in accordance with the political breath of a new age. Present laws and regulations are not in tune with the times. We must renew and refine military regulations. But what use will it be to produce a renewed and “refined” old law? Military service should, based upon renewed military laws and regulations, not be a personal and intellectual affliction, but rather something which promotes and interests a person physically and intellectually.

In other words, it would be proper, after views of respect for man, and the cherishing of man have been assimilated by military law and regulation, if military service were to be organized in accordance with these views. More specifically, this means that a man is not to be the implement of military service, but its pride. In this world there is nothing more wonderful than a man. If we can do this, we can make military service more productive for the nation, and something necessary for the individual.

—This speaks ill for the protection of the interests of your own army. What proof do you have?

—I will give examples. Many aspects of the life of officers and enlisted men are very uncertain. Such things as freely deciding where one wants to reside, acquiring housing, one’s spouse taking up specialized work etc., may be under the control of others. Although on the surface officers are highly paid and trained, their position is inferior to that of other intellectuals. However, due to the peculiarities of military service, children of officers pass through 3-6 schools before they finish the 10th grade. And although unit and station officers work on the average 10-12 hours a day, they receive no extra pay, and there are many other difficulties such as the fact that most military units are distant from cities, and some are even found in totally uninhabited areas.

Let us look at enlisted men. When they have finished their military service, discharged men have no legal guarantee of work in their old jobs. Perhaps you think that I am wrong when I say that when a working person is drafted and returns home, he is released with no legal guarantee whatever of work. A monetary assistance of a certain level is given to all person who have completed any level of school. However, not one red cent is paid to a person discharged from the army after completing military service, even though he has no guarantee that he can return to the place where he worked before. We Mongols, as a matter of policy, can think of nothing special to do for this person, separated from his home by distance for two years.

How is political work within the army being conceived of during this new era? There must surely be disagreements in this area?

—The present is the time of truth. If we intend to discuss the truth of things done in the past and now, in the present, with no hold barred, no matter how unpleasant this is, we can clear away some of our mistakes. During a time of renewal, everyone must have such a political goal. There are not a few questionable things in the past life of the army of this sort.

I myself think that another question regarding the renewal of political work is the matter of political organizations not explaining the ideology of any party, but rather propagandizing government policy, and their working solely on behalf of the government. This is because for many years government political education work has been mixed up in a confused way with the work of Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party organizations.

—in a past issue of our paper there was a report entitled “No Time to Give the Army a Free Ride.” The principal subject of our conversation is what you are doing in terms of your understanding of the problem.

—I think (he said smiling) that the fact that there has been criticism in our political, government paper about the army has very much drawn our attention. We are first of all thankful that knowledgeable political workers with new ideas have expressed their views on the army energetically. I think that the article is something quite wonderful.
I think that what was written about is essentially correct. How can we not listen to that amount of criticism from the press, within it, from the political, government paper. I think particularly correct is the criticism of what was said at the time of the meeting of the central apparatus of the political military administration. It is true that those in the army take a somewhat outdated view of some things, as was stated in the criticism. We blush sometimes when we hear such things.

Also a problem with us is that we are unable to save money, be efficient and operate with minimal loss. However, just now it has become possible for us to save a little money by cutting personnel.

However, it occurs to be that the view that should be increased expenditures for human livelihood, directly for the benefit of human beings, is somehow the right one at this juncture, when the view of respect for man has just barely emerged. In this I am somewhat in disagreement with Galindib and Togoo. Unavoidable expenditures on personnel are very great with us.

—I wish you success in your new job.

—Thank you.

**Mongolian National Progress Party Statutes**
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[Mongolian National Progress Party Statutes]


**Form of the Mongolian National Progress Party**

The Mongolian National Progress Party will be an independent political organization struggling for the rights and national renewal of the Mongolian people, and will honor the creative, progressive qualities of all intellectually creative conditions and activities. The people will be the social basis of the Mongolian National Progress Party.

The Regulations of the Mongolian National Progress Party will specify the activities and operations of the party.

**Part 1: The member of the Mongolian National Progress Party and his duties**

1. A person who agrees to the party platform and regulations, who voluntarily expresses the desire to participate actively in carrying them out, and who makes application to some party organization, will be a member of the Mongolian National Progress Party.

2. Membership in the party will be approved by a majority of those participating in a meeting, after previous discussion.

3. Members of the party have the following rights: a) to participate actively in discussions of party policy, operational goals and how they are to be achieved; to express their views, to defend their views, and to publish them; b) to present petitions for decisions to every level of party organization, and to receive answers; c) to know about internal party information; d) to elected to the party leadership organization, and to be elected; e) to participate personally in any discussions at party meetings of matters pertaining to oneself; and to preserve one's reputation if accusations are proven baseless; f) to form groups and circles, provided that they are not contrary to party aspirations, and to receive the support of party members; g) to be nominated for high office of government, to receive help from the party in elections; h) to be a believer and to participate in religious activities; i) to leave the party temporarily or permanently.

4. Party members have the following duties: a) to carry out the party program, rules and decisions, to protect the democratic unity of the party; b) to look at problems creatively, with political sophistication; to make party policy known to the broad masses; to nominate individuals wishing to become party members; c) not to pressure or oppress party members on account of their religious beliefs or on account of differences of opinion; d) to increase continually one's conceptual, political, economic and historical-cultural knowledge; e) to respect law; f) to participate actively in raising funds for the party; g) not to participate in activities contrary to the party program, regulations or goals. 5. When necessary, a party member will actively defend party members in matters connected with party activities.

6. The appropriate party organization of every level will decide independently questions of expelling members. Persons expelled from the party may ask once for reinstatement.

7. Those who damage the party or who lower its reputation will be expelled. If a person who has been expelled recognizes his faults completely, and makes a request for reinstatement, the matter will be decided at a meeting of a group with the appropriate responsibility.

**Part 2: Mongolian National Progress Party Organization and Operations**

8. Democratic principles will be adhered to strictly in party organization and operations.

9. The Mongolian National Progress Party congress will be the supreme party authority. The party congress will convene every 5 years. The party congress: a) will elect the party leadership; b) will discuss the reports of the party leadership; c) will make changes in the party program, in party regulations; d) will specify the basic aims and immediate goals of party operations. The party congress will elect the membership of the party Council and of the party Control Commission.

10. The party Council will manage day-to-day party activities, whenever the party congress is not in session.
11. A special meeting of the party congress can be convened by the decision of the party congress, or by a two-thirds vote of the party circles.

The party Council will determine the number of delegates to the congress.

12. Delegates to the congress will be elected directly by the party circles.

13. The party Council shall be comprised of a chairman, deputy chairman, principal members and members, up to a membership of 71. Support units working under the party Council will be comprised of executive officials, committees and other organizations.

The party Council shall be convened by the principal members of the Council or, if not, by a two-thirds vote of the members. The party Council: a) will elect and remove from office the Council chairman, deputy chairman, principal members and the general chief of publications; b) committees and other organizational units will be brought into being and abolished under the Council; c) it will discuss reports of the chairman, deputy chairman and principal members; d) Council principal members will discuss and establish the division of labor for members, and the internal regulations for council work; e) it will discuss and decide all questions on the collection, distribution and expenditure of party funds; f) day-to-day activities of the party Council will be directed by the Council chairman, deputy chairman and principal members. The membership and duties of the principal members of the Council will be set by the party Council.

15. The Control Commission elected by the party congress will have the right and duty to discuss the activities of party organizations of every level, to offer advice, and to exercise control over the fulfillment of party regulations, and the expenditure of party funds. The party Control Commission will consist of a principal member and 8 other members.

The party congress will decide questions of replacement or reelection of council members before the expiration of their terms. The Council will meet from time to time to carry on its business.

16. The basic Mongolian National Progress Party organization will be the party circle. The party circle: a) will carry out active political activities to inform the people about the party program, policies and decisions; b) will strengthen party unity through development of self-government, putting into effect policies for recruiting party membership; c) will assist regular party members in enjoying their rights and in fulfilling their duties; d) will expand the range of party supporters, strengthening the connection of the party with the people; e) will discuss and approve information about the operations of party leadership organizations; f) will collect and expend party funds.

17. The highest authority of the party circle will be the subordinate party members. When the party circle is not meeting, a council or a principal, directly chosen by the circle meeting for the purpose of providing standing leadership on behalf of the party members, will determine the composition, organization and operational directives of an executive group.

18. The party circle council or principal will report each year to a meeting of members about his work, and what he has accomplished, and will carry out an election to choose the party council or principal. Questions of removal from office or reelection of council members will be decided by a meeting of the members of the circle in question before electoral terms expire.

Part 3: The Mongolian National Progress Parties and other Organizations

19. The party, carrying on its activities within the scope set by the MPR Constitution and the body of MPR law on political parties, will establish communication on an equal basis and openly with domestic and foreign political parties and organizations.

20. The party will participate in elections actively, and in an organized manner. When necessary, it will cooperate with other political parties and organizations.

Part 4: Party Funds

21. The party will function upon a basis of self-finance.

22. Party funds will be comprised of the following: a) a monthly levy or contribution of 1 percent of a member's income; b) contributions of any supporting citizens or organizations; c) other income connected with party functions; d) income from subordinate enterprises and funds under their control; e) contributions from foreign parties and citizens.

23. A party circle has the right to expend up to 60 percent of its income independently.

24. The members are to be informed clearly about expenditures of party funds.

Part 5: Other Items

25. There may be regulations about a party flag, symbol, sign or official monogram paper.

26. The party will have a regular press and printing plant.